
LEGIONS OF ANGEL RAPHAEL

In  the  Book  of  Samahel  (page  1311  of  the  original  manuscript)  they  are  also  called 
“Servants of Raphael.” 

These Messengers are Energies of Healing, Medicine and Health, and they interact with  
human beings in numerous aspects, both material and spiritual; when they are brought to 
our  interior,  they make the  Walker  behave  as  a  healer,  giving  from his  interior  to  the 
exterior an irradiating torrent of Health in three levels: body, mind and spirit.

These  Angelic  names  are  also  included  in  the  “Crystal  Book”  or  “Book  of  Raphael” 
(unpublished and included in the A.D.A.M.A. Diary).

The Book of Samahel includes the names of sixty-six, although according to other texts  
already mentioned they are more. 

We indicate the most important ones:

ADAKARA,  AEKOR, AKESEKA, AKOROKA,  AMDOSI, ARAKADA,  ARUMOF, ASMO, 
ASTROPOLIM,  ATOREE,  BARIOH,  BEBER,  BETEM,  BUAH,  CHAIAH,  DAREMAK, 
EBIBE, EEROTA,  ELEON, ELMINIMA,  EMERE, ENEXHEXETON, ERAOSE, ERHASE, 
ERIGO,  ESAHRE,  ESOARE,  FOMURA,  GIROLAM,  HAPPIR,  HAROSTEM,  HOIRAB, 
IHUA,  IRAPE,  ISOAMA,  KADAKET,  KAMEAD,  KILIK,  LABIO,  LEAFAR,  MARORIK, 
MEHCER,  METEB,  METSORAH,  OGIRE,  OIBAL,  OINIGRIS,  ORIKAMO,  PARAOP, 
PRERAI,  RECHEM,  REGAN,  REHBED,  RIPAH,  ROGAMOS,  ROKEA,  SIRAPLA, 
SIRGIANO,  SITUR,  SOELE,  SOMAGOR,  TAKADAK,  TARAG,  TENET,  TSARAAT,  
UPALA, and ZADIOEL.

ADAKARA:  Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that means “Call the Vapour.” 
This Luminous Energy is called on to expel palaver, fraud, deception, provocation and lack 
of dialogue.

Adakara vibrates with the perfume of the nutmeg (used as incense powder over charcoal) 
attracting  spontaneous collaboration,  help and peaceful  communication with  the aim of 
solving problems and misunderstandings. He is the Angel of Healthy Respect.

AEKOR: This Luminous Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from 
the Hebrew verb Ekor, that means “Mar or Upset.”
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Aekor is called on with the aim of flooding any kind of obscure energy that has been cast 
on  individuals  to  make  them  sick,  upset  them,  and  create  lack  of  self-esteem  or 
depressions.

His name is in itself an exorcism that can be repeated as a mantram, visualizing a pink  
colour, and if we burn a mixture of 50% myrrh and 50% olibanum on Saturdays, he will  
protect us of astral poisons. He is the Angel of Healthy Power.

AKESEKA:  Name of one of the many Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael. He is also 
known as AKESERA, that in Hebrew means “Put me up” or also “Lodge.”

When he is brought to the interior of the soul and impregnates it with his light, he gives us 
another point of view about poverty, disease, social injustice and the needs of the others,  
and that by cause of this, we promise to help according to our possibilities to satisfy their 
needs.  He is the Angel of Healthy Service, and vibrates with the perfume of broom and  
with saffron orange.

AKESERA: Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that is also known by the name of  
AKESEKA. 

AKOROKA:  Angel  of  the Legions of Rafael  whose Hebrew name is translated as “An 
extraordinary Chord.” 

When his Energy vibrates in keeping with human beings, it makes them distinguish healing 
music from music that is only useful to be heard vaguely. 

It’s well known that certain pieces of music and harmonic rhythms can improve the quality  
of life of sick people. These are melodies, chords and rhythms that have a very positive  
relaxing effect on people, animals and plants, even achieving that we recover from certain  
diseases or that affected organs regenerate their cells. Akoroka is the Angel of the Healing 
Music and vibrates with the perfume of fresh mint.

AMDOSI: This Luminous Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from 
Hebrew as “Central Column”, “Main Man.”

Amdosi  is called on with  the aim of healing ailments related with  the neck, throat  and 
backbone. Its name is in itself a mantram that is used over the sick organs or over the 
medicines related with them. The colour that corresponds to this Energy is ocean green, 
and its perfume, the perfume of almond. He is the Angel of the Healing Sensibility.

ARAKADA: The Hebrew meaning of this name is “Dispossess of Reverence,” being one 
of the many Angels that make up the Legions of Raphael.

He  is  especially  called  on  to  take  away  from our  surroundings  the  harmful  energetic 
interferences that  cause certain  people,  which  full  of  arrogance and pride,  claim to  be  
“healers”: “To heal you must be Healthy,” as is the saying.

Arakada is the Angel of the Healing Silence; of the “miracle” without fuss, crafty tricks, 
propaganda, or appeals. 

He vibrates with electric blue, with the scent of the “lillium,” and his Energy is attracted with 
the perfume of honey. 
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ARUMOF: The name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael comes from Hebrew and is  
translated as “Tribulation.” 

His  Virtue,  duly  called  on,  relieves  or  heals  diseases  related  with  the  intestines,  the 
abdomen and the feminine reproductive system. This Healing Light is attracted with the 
scent and the flavour of the medlar, and with reddish orange, on Wednesday. He is the 
Angel of the Healing Openness.

ASMO: Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose Hebrew name can be translated as “Fault.” 

When human beings vibrate in keeping with his Energy, it makes them heal quickly from all 
illnesses related with the head and the face; for this, we will repeat his name as a mantram 
putting our hands over the sick portion of the body, or over the prescribed medicines.

He is the Angel of Healthy Concentration, which vibrates with vivid red and the perfume of 
lemons or other citrus fruits.

ASTROPOLIM; One of the numerous Servant Angels of Raphael, also known by the name 
of  Astropoli.  His  name comes from Greek and is  translated as  “Heavenly  Bodies” or 
“Many Heavenly Bodies.” 

When his Virtue takes Communion with the Walker, it draws his attention to the planetary 
aspects  and  to  the  surrounding  Nature,  that  inevitable  marks  the  biorhythms  and  the 
correct  Moon  phases,  both  for  human  healing  and  for  plants  care,  their  seeding  and 
pruning. 

Astropolim also helps us to know how to energize the items and products used in Medicine 
and healing. He is the Angel of Healthy Order, and is attracted with the perfume of apricots.

ATOREE: Angel of the Legions of Rafael whose Hebrew name is translated as “Localize 
your Light.” 

When his Energy vibrates in keeping with human beings, it makes them conscious that 
once they have discovered their “shadows,” they must fight them with Consciousness and 
free themselves gradually until  they are emptied of their influence. Once freed of these 
obscurities, the soul can fill itself with the Light it needs to Walk the path of Equilibrium, 
Health and Love. He is the Angel of Healthy Harmony.

BARIOH: His name comes from Hebrew and is translated as “Son of Ioh” (Ioh is one of 
God’s names), although it can also be translated as a Hebrew verb. In this case, it would 
mean “Informed” or “Known.”

This Angel is one of the sixty-six that make up the Legions of Rafael, and is called on to 
give  peace  and  tranquillity  to  those  declared  terminally  ill  with  the  aim  they  do  the 
“transition to Life” in a natural and peaceful manner, without fear or attachment to this life.

He is the Angel of the Healing Wisdom, which vibrates with the perfume of nards, and blue 
and gold colour.

BEBER: His names comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “When Purifying 
or Cleaning.”
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This Angel is one of the sixty-six, that according to the Book of Samahel and the Crystal  
Book, make up the Legions of Raphael, being called on for a quick healing of the skin, as 
allergic eczemas, dermatitis, dermographism, skin allergies, etc. His name, repeated as a 
mantram over the sick person, or over the medications he takes, will have the power of 
energizing them. 

This Virtue vibrates with mint perfume, olive green colour and the flavour of the Aloe used 
on Wednesday. He is the Angel of Active Healing.

BETEM: Its Hebrew meaning is “The Internal Parts,” being one of the Angels that make 
up the Legions of Angel Raphael. His Energy is attracted with the perfume of lemon mixed 
with clove.

He is called on to take away psychosomatic diseases, to encourage the grief-stricken and 
to comfort a person who has lost a relative. Also, to relieve intestinal diseases. He is the  
Angel of Healthy Peace. 

BUAH:  One of the numerous “Servant” Angels of Raphael whose Hebrew name can be 
translated as “To Clean.” 

When his Virtue takes communion with the Walker, it makes him pure in his thoughts and 
actions, pure in his speech and gentle when he advises or corrects someone.  He is the 
Angel of Healthy Thought and is attracted with the perfume of apples.

CHAIAH:  Name of one of the Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael. This name has a 
Hebrew etymology and is translated as “Life of God.” When he is brought to the interior of 
the Walker, he makes him be cautious in his prophetic, oniric and intuitive interpretations.

It  is  known  that  the  authentic  prophecies,  normally  encrypted,  are  difficult  to  decipher 
correctly and timely. Nevertheless, although they have these features, some people don’t  
hesitate  to  adapt  them  to  their  own  convenience.  We speak  of  ill-minded  “gurus,”  of 
incompetent people and of manipulators of historical and religious circumstances of any 
kind.

It’s wise to wait till any type of prophecy is fulfilled in due time, in its whole, without failing in 
any concept, to acknowledge it was true Divine inspiration.  Chaiah is the Angel of the 
Healthy Prophetic Gift.

DAREMAK: 

Name of an Angel whose translation is “Humble Mother-of-Pearl” and whose Energy is 
one of the aspects of Angel Raphael. 

When he is brought to the interior of human beings, he teaches us how to be as humble as 
an oyster, that patiently and silently wraps the impurity (evil) with mother-of-pearl until it’s 
transformed into a pearl. The Initiate must learn from everything negative and this Energy 
will dwell in his heart. He is the Angel of Healthy Tenacity.

EBIBE: Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose name is translated from Latin as “Use up, 
Consume.”

When  the  individual  vibrates  in  keeping  with  its  Energy,  his  sex  organs,  rectum  and 
reproductive system become healthy;  so his name is convened to heal ailments related 
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with these organs. Ebibe vibrates with greenish-purple and with the scent of ripe figs (*).  
He is the Angel of the Healing Generosity.

*NOTE= For these scents, it’s sufficient that these fruits are towards the East, in the place where the censer is 
situated.  In  these  cases,  it’s  not  necessary  to  burn  them  or  to  use  their  essence.  Inhale  their  scent 
occasionally putting them near your nostrils.

EEROTA: Angel of the Legions of Rafael that grants the virtue of wise talkativeness, skilful 
teaching and balanced expression and writing.

This Energy vibrates with turquoise blue and the essence or perfume of pines. He is the 
Angel of Healthy Teaching.

ELEOS: Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose Hebrew name is translated as “Still and 
Calm Water.”

When his Energy penetrates in us, it avoids that our emotions hinder our ability to think or  
discern correctly when we have to accept or reject the choices that are put before us, and 
the commitments of life. He is the Angel of Healthy Luminosity.

ELMINIMA:  One of  the many Angels that make up the Legions of Raphael.  His name 
comes from Latin and means “Very little.”

Its Energy is attracted with the scent of nuts and ochre (reddish-yellow) and his name, 
repeated as a mantram,  will  soothe any illnesses related  with  the  lower  back and the 
diaphragm. He is the Angel of the Healing Calmness.

EMERE:Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose name comes from Latin, “Deserve,” or 
from Hebrew, “Think, Imagine.” 

This Luminous Energy is usually called on to heal or treat diseases related with the ankles,  
the shinbone and the circulatory system. He is also convened to increase the cooperation 
of people when any purpose requires their urgent collaboration. This Virtue is attracted with  
the scent of whisky and earth-yellow colour. He is the Angel of Healthy Collaboration.

ENEXHEXETON:  One  of  the  “Servants”  of  Angel  Raphael  whose  Virtue  makes  us 
remember where we have lost something so as to be able to recover it. It also helps us to  
recover our memory and increase our retention.

He is attracted with the perfume of the cardamom, light purple and the flavour of clove (*).  
About  the  root  of  his  name,  all  we  can say is  that  its  patronymic  comes from Greek, 
although we don’t know the exact translation; we ask our readers for help, encouraging 
them to send their conclusions about a possible translation to this web site. Many thanks. 
He is the Angel of Healthy Peace.

*NOTE= In these cases, taste it occasionally; having one of these fruits, flavours or spices on the altar, in the 
West (next to the rose water).

ERAOSE:  His  name  comes  from  Hebrew  and  is  translated  to  English  as  “Dare  to 
Harvest.” This Angel is one of the sixty-six that make up the Legions of Raphael.

He can be convened to assure us we have an enriching friendship (for us or the group), or  
on the contrary, it hinders, discourages, bleeds dry or harms our peaceful and balanced 
way along the paths of Learning, Morality and Liberty.
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He is the Angel of Healthy Friendship, which vibrates or is attracted towards our soul 
through magenta colour and the perfume of the aloysia.

ERHASE: One of the numerous Servant Angels of Raphael whose name is translated from 
Hebrew as “Pour, Spill until empty.”

When the Walker takes Communion with this Virtue, it empties his interior of all traumas,  
depression or ailments by means of giving expression to all his fears, phobias or problems 
in drawings, paintings or sculptures, arts that are highly therapeutic for certain somatised 
diseases.

He is the Angel of the Healing Arts and is attracted with the perfume of roses, incense or 
sandalwood indistinctly, and with apple green or pastel green.

ERIGO: Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose Latin name is translated as “Standing up, 
Erect.” 

When the individual vibrates in keeping with his Energy, it makes him a courageous, brave,  
active being, able to do any task or job, conscious about his role in this world; dynamic,  
diligent and efficient when help is needed where he is asked for it or he knows by intuition.

Erigo exorcises laziness, incompetence, irresponsibility,  repression and victim mentality. 
He is the Angel of the Healing Conscience.

He  vibrates  with  the  scent  of  coffee  and  amber  colour,  and  is  usually  convened  on 
Thursday.

ESAHRE:  Name  of  an  Angel  of  the  Legions  of  Raphael  that  means  in  Hebrew 
“Inspiration.”

This Luminous Energy is called on to attract progress in any job, ability to take advantage 
of the many personal  qualities that the human being manages, and inspiration to offer  
subordinates  the  place  that  adequately  belongs  to  them  and  where  they  will  perform 
optimally. He is, logically, the Angel of Healthy Inspiration.

ESOARE:  The name of this curious Energy that belongs to the Legions of Rafael comes 
from the Latin root ESOA-, that in English means “Food, Meal.”

This Angel is called on with the aim of eliminating the plagues that affect fruit trees so as to  
obtain an excellent harvest. Its Virtue vibrates with light greenish-blue and with the scent of 
the pomegranate. He is the Angel of Healthy Gain.

FOMURA:  Angel of the Legions of Angel Raphael whose Hebrew name is translated as 
“Master I am.”  When his Energy vibrates in keeping with the individual, it makes his life 
take a healthy direction, be it in speech, deeds, attitudes and even by eating balanced food  
that will heal his body. He is the Angel of Healthy Life.

GIROLAM:  One  of  the  many  Luminous  Servants  of  Angel  Raphael  whose  name  is 
translated from Hebrew as “Dwell in the World.”

When he vibrates in the interior of the Walker, he grants him the ability and braveness to 
look into his heart, and in this sense, to discover that many of the illnesses his suffers (not  
all) are really somatisations of deep-rooted fears, anguish, remorse, hate and resentment.
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Its Virtue is  attracted with benzoin incense mixed 50-50% with olibanum, and its colour is 
lilac. He is the Angel of Healthy Self-love.

HAPPIR:  This curious Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from 
Hebrew as “Smash to Smithereens, Break.”

This  Angel  is  called  on  to  restore  a  terminated  friendship,  or  broken  or  degraded 
relationships. Its Virtue vibrates with the scent of cherries and saffron colour, and can be 
convened on Tuesday. He is the Angel of Healed Friendship.

HAROSTEM: One of the many Servant Angels of Raphael whose name is translated from 
Hebrew as “Footstool (of them).” 

When the Walker takes communion with this Virtue, he is given the grace of self-healing,  
and even, of  healing other’s illnesses related with  the hands, arms, lungs and nervous 
system. The colour that attracts it is ash or silver gray, and the perfume of the damascene 
rose. He is the Angel of Peaceful Healing.

HOIRAB: This Luminous Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from 
Hebrew and means “To Distance from the Father.” 

This Angel is called on to relieve or heal ailments related with the hips, thighs and liver. Its  
name vibrates with the perfume and the flavour of artichokes and marian thistles, and with  
celestial blue. He is the Angel of the Healing Dialogue.

IHUA: Its name in Hebrew means “Create, Do,” being one of the Angels that make up the 
Legions of Raphael. 

Its Energy is attracted with the perfume of grapes, and with ochre colour. He is called on to 
make us progress satisfactorily when healing from any diseases caused by drug abuse, 
both hard and soft drugs. He grants decisiveness, self-esteem and abnegation. He is the 
Angel of Progress in Health.

IRAPE: One of the many Luminous Servants of Angel Raphael whose name is translated 
from Hebrew as “Progressive Respect.”

When the human being retains Irape in his interior,  this angel  frees him from ailments 
related with the skin and the lymphatic system. The balm of his Energy will be attracted by 
repeating constantly his name, visualizing a turquoise-blue colour and with the scent of  
nutmeg. He is the Angel of the Healing Speech.

ISOAMA: The name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael is translated from Hebrew as 
“What a Victory!” or “What Happiness!” 

Its Virtue, duly convened, grants us happy experiences, talks that produce happy actions, a 
gentle  and  simple  personality  without  affectation.  Beauty  in  conversations,  respect  in 
human relations, intelligence in decisions, and harmony in our personal appearance. He is  
the Angel of Healthy Happiness.

KADAKET:  Also called Kadakat,  the name of  this  Angel  of  the Legions of  Raphael  is 
translated from Hebrew as “Vertigo,” “Dizziness.” 
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Its Virtue duly called on grants us concentration, attention, memory and a way with words. 
Its Energy is attracted with the flavour of cane sugar and some drops of orange, with ochre 
and the perfume of gray amber (*). He is the Angel of Healthy Concentration. 

*NOTE= An artificial substitute for gray amber exists nowadays that is called Ambarol.

KAMEAD: One of the numerous Servant Angels of Raphael whose name is translated as 
“As Witness.”

When we take healing Communion with this Virtue, it makes us get better from diseases 
and ailments related with the knees, skin, bones and joints. For this to happen, according to 
the  manuscript  of  the  Order  of  Raphael,  the  name of  this  Virtue  must  be  used  as  a 
mantram while we put our hands over the hurting part or over the medicines that relieve the 
pain. The colour for Kamead is green. He is the Angel of the Healing Deeds.

KILIK:  Name of one of the Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael whose Hebrew name 
can be translated as “With wrinkles due to age,” that when is in the interior of the Walker, 
makes us be kind and patient with those that query, rebuke, hold us up, or insult us in any 
way; this way we “disarm” them in their audacity illuminating their insult, rebuke, or offence. 
He is the Angel of Healthy Patience.

LABIO:  One of the numerous “Servant” Angels of Raphael whose name comes from the 
Hebrew root Lab-, that means “You don’t Plough.”

When its Virtue takes communion with the Walker, it makes him be obedient to diets or 
reports that Medicine has recommended to overcome any physical abnormality caused by 
any disease. 

It’s  known  that  certain  food  restrictions  (advised  by  experts)  heal  many  diseases.  It’s 
obvious that not abiding by such guidelines, due to lack of will or excessive gluttony, would  
go against the therapeutic plan.

This Energy vibrates with optical white and the perfume of pumpkins. Its name, repeated as 
a mantram, will  give us perseverance in what his Virtue grants. He is the Angel of the  
Healing Obedience.

LEAFAR:  One  of  the  many  Luminous  “Servants”  of  Angel  Raphael  whose  name  is 
translated from Hebrew as “On the Contrary, the other Way Round.”

 When Leafar vibrates in the interior of the Walker, he makes him listen instead of talking, 
think  instead  of  talking,  correct  himself  instead  of  correcting  others,  or  talk  instead  of 
judging. Its Virtue is attracted with an onyx stuck in a lemon, and with Naples yellow. He is 
the Angel of the Healing Calmness.

MARORIK: Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that comes from the Hebrew root 
Maror-, which means “Sour Herb.” 

This Luminous Energy, used as a mantram over the sick person or the medicines he must 
take, will heal him from all ailments related with the breasts, stomach and digestive system.  
Its Virtue is attracted with the scent of rice and orange, and vibrates with apple green joined 
to broken white. He is the Angel of the Healing Action.
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MEHCER: This Energy that belongs to the Legions of Raphael is translated from Hebrew 
as “Explain,  Clarify,  Report.” Convening this Angel is specially recommended for those 
people whose study, teach or clarify texts, books or writings. 

The Virtue of Mehcer vibrates with the scent of onyx and styrax, mixed in powder 50-50%, 
and used as incense over a liturgical charcoal. Indigo is its colour and the most adequate 
day to convene him is on Wednesday. He is the Angel of Immaculate Studies.

METEB: His name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as the verb “Collapse, 
Fall down.” 

This Angel is one of the sixty-six, that according to the Book of Samahel, make up the  
Legions of Raphael,  and is called on for a quick healing of  any bone fracture, both in  
humans and in animals. He vibrates with the perfume of the cypress, dark green and on 
Tuesday. He is the Angel of Progress in Health.

METSORAH:  Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Wounds” or 
“Ulcers.” This Angel is one of the sixty-six that make up the Legions of Angel Raphael, and  
is called on to heal  all  types of ailments related with  wounds,  burns or skin and scalp 
problems. 

His Energy vibrates with the scent of aloe vera (that should never be burnt to attract him),  
with  the perfume of myrrh,  apple green colour and on Wednesday.  He is the Angel  of  
Health.

OGIRE:  The name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael comes from Hebrew and is 
translated as “Really.” 

His Virtue, duly convened, grants tranquillity,  calmness and the necessary peace to be 
catalysts with the aim of healing those who need us, granting the gift of knowing how to 
share out his Energy reasonably and according to needs.

This Healing Light is attracted with the scent and flavour of lemon balm, light green and 
most adequately on Monday. He is the Angel of the Healing Peace.

OIBAL:  Angel of the Legions of Raphael whose name comes from Hebrew and means 
“The Day came.” 

When his Energy is retained in the human soul, it makes us avoid episodes that could take 
us to bulimia or anorexia, as he grants self-confidence, self-esteem, understanding and 
liberty. 

Those people who already suffer the symptoms of these diseases can attract the Energy of 
Oibal through navy blue and the perfume of watermelons mixed with peaches. He is the 
Angel of the Healing Friendship, and also vibrates with the sound of free water.

ONOIGRIS: One of the sixty-six Servants of Angel Raphael whose name is translated from 
Hebrew as “His Pain is Peaceful.”

Used as a mantram, it relieves headaches, toothaches, earaches and eye pain. He vibrates 
with pale green and the perfume of mint mixed with eucalyptus. According to the meaning 
of his name, he is the Angel of Pain Relief.
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ORIKAMO:  Angel  of  the  Legions  of  Raphael  whose  Hebrew name  is  translated  as 
“Luminous as is.”

When his Energy vibrates in keeping with human beings, it takes them to a deep meditation 
of all their actions and speech, with the aim of not hurting anybody or causing collateral  
effects due to comments, strong language, criticism or awful advice. This Energy vibrates 
with light green and the perfume of sage. He is the Angel of Healthy Meditation.

PARAOP:  The name of this Angel of the Legions of Raphael comes from Hebrew and is  
translated as “Grow, Sprout, Multiply itself.”

This Virtue, duly convened, grants vigour and health to the plant kingdom; especially to 
legumes, fruit trees, and tubers or edible roots. Its Energy is attracted with the scent of  
tobacco and garlic flower, with grass-green colour and during the waxing moon. He is the 
Angel of Healthy Beauty.

PRERAI: Its name in Hebrew means “Multiply itself adequately,” being this Angel one of 
the many that make up the Legions of Raphael. 

Its Energy is attracted with the perfume of grapefruits. He is especially convened to restore 
healthy cells and immunize the physical body, especially after an aggressive therapy due to 
a serious illness. The best time to call on this Energy is at sunset and faithfully repeating its  
name as a mantram.  He is the Angel of Energetic Medicine, and vibrates with  strong 
orange.

RECHEM:  One  of  the  many  Luminous  “Servants”  of  Angel  Raphael  whose  name, 
translated from Hebrew, means “Runner, Sprinter of them.”

When we bring this Virtue to our interior, it heals and protects our heart and back, and as  
the Virtue of Amdosi, our backbone. 

According to the Order of Raphael, if its name is repeated as a mantram while we visualize 
a  golden  yellow  colour  and  smell  the  perfume  of  sunflowers,  we  will  notice  a  great  
improvement in our ailments. He is the Angel of the Healing Deeds.

REGAN: Name of one of the sixty-six Angels, that according to the Crystal Book, make up 
the  Legions  of  Raphael  and  that  translated  from  Hebrew  means  “Complain,  Mutter, 
Quarrel.”

This Luminous Energy is usually convened to move away the dark energies of gossip,  
destructive criticism and disputes, that distort our soul, and after a time, cause our body to 
suffer the consequences and fall  ill.   He is the Angel of the Healing Happiness, which  
vibrates with the scent of strawberries, mauve colour, and on Thursday.

REHBED: Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that translated from Hebrew means 
“Increase, Multiply, Grow.” 

This  Luminous  Energy  is  called  on  to  obtain  kindness,  words  of  peace  and  luminous 
abilities so as to be able to calm down quarrels and tense actions.

Its Virtue is attracted with the scent of the lemon flower, and vibrates with light magenta  
and on Tuesday. He is the Angel of Healthy Kindness.
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RIPAH:  Name  of  an  Angel  of  the  Legions  of  Raphael  whose  Hebrew  root  means 
“Frivolous.”  This  Luminous  Energy  is  usually  called  on  to  move  away  from  our 
surroundings  inconsistent,  frivolous,  vain,  shallow  and  childish  people.  For  these 
personalities to move away from us, we must be constant, sensible and consistent. 

The Crystal Book (inserted in the unpublished part of the A.D.A.M.A. Diary), states we can 
obtain its help with our personal perfume and dark purple, repeating as a mantram the 
name of this Angelic Power. He is the Angel of Healthy Motivation.

ROGAMOS:  Servant  Angel  of  the  Virtue  of  Raphael  whose  name  comes  from Latin, 
“Rogamus,” which means “Action of Requesting.”

This Energy is convened with the aim of making bearable any separation or distancing of  
beings, people or affections. Many times a separation is an act of Love that puts barriers of  
Conscience  across  malicious  and  inflexible  behaviours  or  fights  if  we  are  able  to  
understand its positive side.  He is the Angel of Healthy Separation, which vibrates with a 
grass-green colour and the scent of cacao.

ROKEA: When we refer in Hebrew to a “general ailment” we use the word “rokea,” that is 
also the name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael, according to the Book of Samahel.

This Energy is normally convened to strengthen body and mind after convalescence, with 
the purpose of being fit to lead a normal life. He is the Angel of Healthy Strength, which  
vibrates with intense yellow.

SIRAPLA:  Name of one the Luminous “Servants” of Angel Raphael. This name comes 
from Hebrew and is translated as “Pay the Boat.”

When this Virtue is brought to the interior of the Walker, it makes him generous, open-
handed, magnanimous, altruistic, and noble. 

Sirapla is called on to set aside selfishness, stinginess, and meanness. He vibrates with 
pastel  pink  and  the  scent  and  flavour  of  strawberries.  He  is  the  Angel  of  Healthy 
Generosity.

SIRGIONO:  Its name comes from Hebrew and is translated to English as “Explore the 
Narrow Pass or Valley.” He is one of the sixty-six angels that make up the Legions of 
Raphael.

His Luminous Energy grants confidence, reputation, security, assertiveness and loyalty to 
groups, friends and families.

Used as a mantram, he sets aside distrust, doubt and unfaithfulness. He is the Angel of  
Healthy Faith, which vibrates or is attracted to our soul by means of golden yellow and the 
perfume of gray amber, or if we don’t have it available, Ambarol burnt as incense.

SITUR: Name of one of the Angelic “Servants” of Angel Raphael whose Hebrew meaning 
is “Secret.” 

This Virtue is convened to acquire the necessary Will  to balancedly perform opportune 
actions that  will  make us happy and give us vitality for  life on our path,  rejecting self-
compassion, melancholy and mental masochism. He is the Angel of Healthy Will.
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SOELE:  Angel  of  the  Legions  of  Raphael  whose  Hebrew  name  is  translated  as 
“Interrogator.”

When human beings vibrate in keeping with this Energy, it discards that we quickly judge 
apparently awkward and incompetent people or actions, avoiding in such a way that we 
hurry  and  harm others  unjustly.  Soele  exorcises  disagreements,  unconsciousness  and 
ignorance.

He is the Angel of Healthy Intelligence, and is attracted with the scent of the heliotropium, 
purple and the gem called ruby. 

SOMAGOR:  The name of  this  Angel  of  the Legions of  Raphael  is  translated from the 
Hebrew root SOMA- as “Lion Cub.”

Its Virtue, duly convened, sets aside indecisiveness, faintheartedness, and timidity,  and 
consequently, grants us braveness and the mood to challenge events that are difficult to 
solve. He is the Angel of Healthy Vigour which vibrates with dark vermillion and the scent of 
saffron.

TAKADAK: The name of this Energy, that belongs to the Legions of Raphael, is translated 
from Hebrew as “Precedent, Previous.” 

Convening this Angel is especially recommended to those people who practice Medicine 
and healing through dietetics (discipline that is about convenient feeding) and phototherapy 
(treating diseases with the effect of light).

The Virtue of Takadak vibrates with the scent of cloves, the flavour of avocados, and with 
pistachio green. He is the Angel of Healthy Feeding.

TARAG:  One  of  the  numerous  Servant  Angels  of  Raphael  whose  name  comes  from 
Hebrew and is translated as “Mark with yellow.”

When its  Virtue  takes Communion  with  people,  it  makes  them suitable  for  humanism, 
politics, government and leadership of the masses, providing them with charm, seduction, 
appeal and sympathy. He is the Angel of healthy and correct Politics, vibrating with black 
and musk perfume.

TENET:  His name belongs to a word of the magic square “Sator,” and is an Angel that 
emanates from the Luminous Energy of Raphael. It seems this name comes from Latin and 
means “Keeps.” 

This Virtue is called on against, or to mitigate, inactivity, resistance to change, idleness,  
lack of stimuli or laziness. It vibrates with bright yellow and the perfume of cypress. He is 
the Angel of Healthy Activity.

TSARAAT:  This Angel that emanates from Raphael is usually convened with the aim of 
healthily using our intelligence; as it is known that we use it many times to subjugate and 
tyrannize others, to restrict the liberty of those we think are weaker, or also to show off  
about our mental possibilities, what derives in egocentrism and unhealthy pride. 

His name is translated from Hebrew and means “A Plague, Leprosy.” He is the Angel of 
Healthy and Luminous Intelligence that irradiates calmness, trust and liberty.
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UPALA: Name of an Angel whose translation is “For the Sign.” His Energy is one of the 
aspects of Angel Raphael.

It grants those who get “near” him transcendent discoveries, signs that mark the Initiatic 
Path, interesting revelations that clearly show the way to the horizon we have planned for 
ourselves. Exorcises separation, lack of unity,  delays and loneliness. He is the Angel of 
Intuition and vibrates with pastel colour.

ZADIOEL:  Name of an Angel of the Legions of Raphael that means “Devises with his 
Hands the Man of God.” 

This Luminous Energy is usually convened to  expel  the insane actions the come from 
abuse of power, mental control that takes to attaching to sectarian leaders, and excessive 
dependency of groups or charismatic personalities. This Virtue vibrates with the perfume of 
mint mixed with lemon. He is also known as TZADIOEL and ZEDIOEL. 

He is the Angel of Healthy and Consistent Liberty that frees us from the chains of mental 
power that many people exert against weaker people. 
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